Then And Now Bible Maps: Compare Bible Times With Modern Day - Overhead Transparencies (Then & Now Bible Maps At Your Fingertips)
**Synopsis**

The Only Full Color Then & Now Bible Maps with Modern-Day Overlays. Now you can compare the places mentioned in the Bible with modern day cities and countries. Make Bible study even more interesting by showing where Bible places are today. Then and Now Bible Map Overhead Transparencies contains all of the full-color "Then & Now" Bible maps by Rose Publishing as 8.5" x 11" overhead transparencies with clear plastic overlays of modern-day cities and countries. Each map is full color. Includes the following maps (a total of 12 transparencies): The Middle East during Old Testament Times Overlay of modern-day Middle East The Assyrian Empire, Babylonian Kingdoms and Persian Empire Overlay of same areas with modern-day countries The Holy Land during the time of the Old Testament Overlays of United Kingdom, Divided Kingdom, modern-day Israel and surrounding countries The Holy Land during the time of Jesus Overlay of modern-day Holy Land Paul’s Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) Overlay of modern-day Mediterranean area.
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**Customer Reviews**

This Bible map book has clear plastic overlay that show where certain places mentioned in the Bible are located today! (It is also available as a set of overhead transparencies, which is ISBN 0965508234.) This spiral-bound book contains 12 full-color Bible maps, each with a clear plastic overlay that shows modern-day cities and countries. Includes the following maps: * The Middle East during Old Testament Times * Overlay of modern-day Middle East * The Assyrian Empire, Babylonian Kingdoms and Persian Empire * Overlay of same areas with modern-day countries * The
Holy Land during the time of the Old Testament * Overlays of United Kingdom, Divided Kingdom, modern-day Israel and surrounding countries * The Holy Land during the time of Jesus * Overlay of modern-day Holy Land * Paul's Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) * Overlay of modern-day Mediterranean area. The print is relatively large for an Bible atlas (not giant print, but not as bad as some Bible atlases). This product is available many ways, so check the ISBN above and make sure you are ordering the correct one, because this review appears on several different product pages.* Spiral-bound book with clear plastic overlays - ISBN 096550820X Then and Now Bible Maps (Spiral Bound) (Then & Now Bible Maps at Your Fingertips)* Catholic version of the spiral-bound book with clear plastic overlays - ISBN 1932645179

This Bible map book shows where places mentioned in the Bible are located today. This spiral-bound book contains 12 full-color Bible maps, each with a clear plastic overlay that shows modern-day cities and countries. Includes the following maps: * The Middle East during Old Testament Times * Overlay of modern-day Middle East * The Assyrian Empire, Babylonian Kingdoms and Persian Empire * Overlay of same areas with modern-day countries * The Holy Land during the time of the Old Testament * Overlays of United Kingdom, Divided Kingdom, modern-day Israel and surrounding countries * The Holy Land during the time of Jesus * Overlay of modern-day Holy Land * Paul's Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) * Overlay of modern-day Mediterranean area. The print is relatively large for an Bible atlas (not giant print, but not as bad as some Bible atlases). This product is available many ways, so check the ISBN above and make sure you are ordering the correct one, because this review appears on several different product pages.* Spiral-bound book with clear plastic overlays - ISBN 1932645179 Then and Now Bible Maps: With Clear Plastic Overlays of Modern Day Cities and Countries* Set of 12 Overhead Transparencies - ISBN 0965508234
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